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Get your guide ukraine

Get special offers for the most iconic experiences in Kiev, right in your inbox. By subscribing, you agree to receive promotional emails. You can unsubscribe at any time. For more information, read our privacy statement. Want to know everything that is in Kiev? Click here to create a complete list. 4.7 / 5 based on 3068 reviews Go to the contents of Green
Tour Ukraine offre tour e attività per le seguenti attrazioni: NSC Olimpiyskiy Stadium, Boryspil International Airport, Maidan Nezalezhnosti, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra, Chernobyl, Golden Gate of Kiev, St. Andrew's Church, Kyiv, Tunnel of Love, St. Michael's Golden-Domed Monastery, Zolochiv Castle, Olesko Castle, Pidhoretsky Castle, Open Air Museum
Pirogovo, National Museum of History of Ukraine, Saint Sophia Cathedral, Ackerman Fortress, Podol, Sofievka Park, St. George's Cathedral, Lviv, Kyiv International Airport, Museum of Cosmonauty named after Sergey Pavlov Korolev, Korostyshiv Quarry, park Shodurivsʹkyy, Solomiya Krushelnytska Lviv State Academic Opera and Ballet Theater, Monument
Motherland, Kyiv City Hall, Hotel Ukraine, Congress Center Ukrainian House, Government of Ukraine, building of Verkhovna Rada, Arch of Friendship , Shypit, Museum of Folk Building and Architecture Nadnepryavshchyna, Skole Beskids National Park, Stone Waterfall, Tustan Fortress, Himmler Bunker Hegewald, Vervolf, Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant,
Mezhyhirya Park, Snsk Dome, Dnipro, Ukraine, Pedestrian and Bicycle Bridge, Volodymyr the Great Monument, Mariinsky Park Green Tour Ukraine offre tour e attività nelle seguenti città: Kyiv, Lviv, Odessa, Pripyat, Klevan, Belgorod-Dnistrovsky, Lutsk, Chernihiv, Kaniv, Kharkiv, Poltava, Kamyanets-Podilsky, Uman, Zhytomyr, Huyva, Strizhavka Visual,
Ordin e filtra tutti and tour Answers provided below are based on answers previously provided by the tour provider to clients' questions. Question: What are the best tours in Ukraine? Question: What tours in Ukraine take additional security measures? Question: What tours in Ukraine are good for avoiding crowding? If you want to visit Chernobyl ask Kostya.
He was just the best guide we ever had. We think we're not sure? He showed us really interweaving places, not just ordinary things and told us not-so-well-known facts about the whole area. His English is just great, it is not so common in Ukraine to have a free-talking guide. Chernobyl is an amazing place and if you are lucky as we were, you have the honor
to learn it with amazing guidance! The staff were very friendly and helpful. Thank you guys! We are honored and excited to receive all your good reviews of our tours! In creating exciting, informative and soulful excursions around the city. The best attractions, incredible views, popular restaurants, bars and clubs. We like to socialize and infantry people and
cultures! Let us know the details of your trip to Ukraine and your preferences. We will do everything we can to guide you, you, You and adapt the journey to your exact needs! Visit the country of Ukraine and try your hand at shooting a Kalashnikov! The world's most famous AK 47 rifle comes in both automatic and semi-automatic versions, both of which can
be judged during a special tour during their stay in Kiev. After the excitement of spending the day experiencing this famous rifle, visit the magnificent UNESCO landmark, Lavra Monastery and caves. Starting in 1051, the caves were specially dug for monks who demanded complete seclusion. This beautifully golden dome-shaped eastern Orthodox complex
of churches, temples and chapels sits on 70 acres. Also on the UNESCO World Heritage List is St. Sophia Cathedral, located in Kiev. Plans to destroy this amazing cathedral complex during the Soviet era were gratefully stopped by a team of historians and scientists. Now it is one of the most famous sites in Ukraine. St. Volodymyr's Cathedral, located in the
center of Kiev, is the center of the Ukrainian branch of the Orthodox Church. Since the mid-1800s, this cathedral has had far more recent construction than two Unesco World Heritage sites. The towering vaulted interior is many painted with biblical scenes, and the exterior is an elegant design of arches and domes. This is one of the most famous sights of
Kiev and just blinds the eyes. A poignant visit to the Babi Yar memorial re-tells the tragic history of genocide that occurred here during World War II. More than 33,000 Jews lost their lives when they were told to gather with all their valuables at the site. Large monuments, built after the Soviet era, commemorate the horrors that occurred here just outside Kiev.
My name is Victor Singleton. I will be glad to be your driver, translator and guide in Ukraine. I have a private car and will take you on your own, individual tour wherever you want to go all over the country. As a local I can show you a lot more than you expected. I'll be right next to you at all times during the trip. I will build your tour on any of my exhumation
iterators or create it from scratch specifically for your interests: family research, history, literature, castles, churches, photography.... If you are planning your vacation or want to visit your hiking village in Ukraine, and you do not want to have a headache, planning your trip to detail, looking for interesting places to see, by organizing transportation, translator,
guide, you can use my service. Not only will I create a itinerary for you, but I can be your guide, translator (in English), driver with own car and full-time assistant for the whole trip or just for the hard part of your journey. Trusting my experience, many of my clients were very pleased with their decision to hire assistants on their trip to Ukraine. Problems visiting
a place where you don't speak the language, the problem of reading Cyrillic letters, booking, checking your working hours, figuring out options when you have problems - all that easy stuff for me as a guide. As a guide I will always know the best hours to visit attractions and attractions, tell you which places you might miss and what you should visit, how to
avoid rush hour, places that are closed or under construction, as well as other tricks and tactics to help you spend your holiday the best way possible. During your trip, I will tell you a lot of interesting stories and historical facts about Ukraine, as well as the region you want to visit. My knowledge is basic, but still enough that you have an idea of the history of
our country and our present life. I know all the secret spots, hidden treasures, myths, legends, customs and traditions. If you want to know more about a particular city or place, I can organize a local guide who has much more knowledge about a particular place. Let me help you create a tour of Ukraine based on what you want to see and do in Ukraine. My
individual tours are absolutely flexible. You decide which places you want to visit, how long to stay and what type of accommodation suits you best. I will advise on how to build a route and what else you can visit, besides the places you have already chosen, so together we will be able to create the maximum possible route based on your requirements and
my proposals. A well-planned itinerary would be a good start for your trip, but it doesn't rule, which you have to stick to, you can tweak it as we travel, if during the trip you feel like you'd like to visit some places that are not on the route, we can easily change our plans. Contact me ukraineguideviktor@gmail.com will be happy to help you either arrange your trip
or assist you on your journey. Previouslyneed Ukrainians often break the rules on the roads, and a person needs to get used to his driving style to feel calm on the streets. No one would want to get into a car crash in Ukraine and deal with Ukrainian car rental companies, insurance companies and the police. When you have your own driver, the responsibility
for driving lies entirely on it and you can focus on sightseeing and enjoy your holiday. Due to the state of the roads, heavy traffic in some places, and some local driving features, so having a car and driver on hand everywhere will make your trip safe, relaxing and enjoyable I look forward to seeing you on my tour tour
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